APPENDIX B

This reference list reflects the materials used so far by the Working Group. It is intended to be only the first installment. Additional materials will be added, and a more formal reference list will be prepared, at the end of Phase Two.

Association of American Colleges and Universities


Rising to the Challenge: Meaningful Assessment of Student Learning (with APLU, 2010).

Assorted additional documents about Leap State Initiative.


Collegiate Learning Assessment


CAE Board Statement on Appropriate Uses of the CLA.


Educational Testing Service

Culture of Evidence Series:


National Institute for Learning Outcomes Assessment

National Survey Results: More than you think, less than we need: Learning outcomes assessment in American higher education. Abridged and full versions.

Ewell, P. “Assessment, accountability, and improvement: Revisiting the tension.” Occasional paper #1.

Descriptive materials on various assessment tools.


Standard Four. The Academic Program.

Student Achievement and Success—E Series and S Series.

Data First Spreadsheets.


Rosnik, Peter. “Beware the Slippery Slope of Outcomes Assessment” and “Mathematics –In Search of Meaning” Personal documents from Peter Rosnik, a professor of mathematics at Greenfield Community College.


**Voluntary System of Accountability**

Descriptive documents on College Portrait.
